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One of Canada’s Top Small & Medium Employers
Read our latest blog post →
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[image: ]Read our latest blog post →
Thrive Health is proud to announce we have been recognized as one of Canada’s Top Small and Medium Employers by the Globe and Mail.
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Privacy Overview
Thrive Health is dedicated to protecting your data and privacy.
Read More →
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WE ARE
Technology 
with healthcare 
at its heart
[image: A heart icon with the heart electronic signal going through it.]
Building care journeys that connect people, experiences and data.
Discover our platform



[image: A healthcare professional showing something on the ipad to a patient.]Learn more about Thrive
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One platform,
multiple care journeys.
Engage patients when it matters most by harnessing the power of digitizing care coordination.


Our Platform
Our platform can easily and rapidly create unified care journeys for patients, families, and healthcare providers to help improve clinical outcomes.
Discover our platform

Care Journeys
Clinically validated solutions that keep patients engaged, monitored, and connected throughout their healthcare journey.
Our Care Journeys

Our Team
Our team of diverse professionals is here to collaborate with you to help get your solution into the hands of patients faster.
Let's collaborate







[image: ]Thrive's platform is designed to help health systems achieve their target outcomes by reducing cost of care,

[image: ]Enhancing patient experience,
98% completion rate of patient questionnaires



[image: ]Delivering better clinical outcomes,
65% increase in disease knowledge
65% increase in disease knowledge



[image: ]And improving provider experience.
Generate survivorship care plans 95% faster
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Our Partners
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Discover how our platform can streamline care journeys for your organization.
Get in touch




What's New
[image: ]Thrive Health wins Canada’s Top Small & Medium Employers 2024 
Thrive Health is proud to announce we have been recognized as one of Canada’s Top Small and Medium Employers by the Globe and Mail.
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[image: ]National Women Physicians Day - An interview with Dr. Vanessa Wildeman, Clinical Content Curator at Thrive Health
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[image: ]Thrive Health at FWD50
Last week, several members of the Thrive Health® team spent three exciting days at the FWD50 conference in Ottawa. Dive into Thrive Health CEO Alec McCauley's full presentation and discover more about the future of technology and healthcare.
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[image: ]Get in touch

Making healthcare work better for everyone.
We are honored to work and live on the unceded and ancestral territories of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ / Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) nations, and to have team members distributed across a variety of traditional territories within North America.
Mailing Address:
250 - 25th Street West Vancouver
British Columbia V7V 4J1
Customer Inquiries: support@thrive.health
Info: info@thrive.health
Phone: 604-200-6431
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Register HereThrive Health Grand Rounds Speaker Series Event 
Falling Through the Cracks: Greg's Story


A special film screening with live QA. Discover the impactful story of Greg's healthcare journey and help shape the future of healthcare with us.
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